Children are named by parents who cherish a set of unconscious expectations for their newborn. These expectations find their symbolic expression in the form of the given name. The final choice, which may be a compromise between the current vogue, family tradition and the unconscious ideals and identifications of parents, brands the child at birth with a tag which symbolizes what his culture and his family expect of him.
Name giving goes through well-demarcated vogues. The popularity of given names varies from community to community and fluctuates with time, either as a result of boredom and a seeking after originality or from a periodic 'back to the roots' move or, alternatively, from the worship of new gods. This has always been true; names beginning with 'J' (Jacob, Joseph, Joshua, Jeremiah and Jesus) became popular when the old gods of Canaan yielded to Jehovah, much as in our century biblical names lost out to movie star names, which in turn are being superseded by astronaut names.t Back in the mid 1960s when such novelty names as Lori, Randy, Marci and Sherry, were still dominating the birth announcement pages of the New York Times, the 'back to the roots' movement was in full swing in other places, and Adam and Sarah were leading contenders in the London Times.
It is interesting to observe how individual families adapt to or resist these swells of public pressure upon the eesthetics of naming. For instance the twentieth century UHaving its antecedents in turn-of-the-century French literary tradition which depicted homosexual love in heterosexual terms, giving to heroines masculine traits and barely disguised masculine names, such as Proust's Gilberte and Albertine. U:!The name 'Adolf', formerly very popular in Germany has virtually disappeared since the war.
Canad. Psycbiat. Ass. J. Vol. 17 (1972) 149 practicett of giving French girls masculinesounding names, such as Danielle, Michele and Paule is so common that it no longer reflects masculine striving on the part of individual French parents for their daughters. In fact the names have come to be identified with ultra-feminine film stars and it is this association which has been responsible for their infiltration into Canada.
With respect to the cross-nationalization of names, the name 'Gerard', which enjoyed immense popularity in post-war France in the wake of the mass idolatry of the screen actor, Gerard Philippe, was never successfully exported to English-speaking countries because of its phonetic approximation to the unpalatable word, 'German'ittt This is a word association which does not exist in French.
Parts of names can resonate with abundant allusions, and parents often claim that they select names because of <esthetic preferences for certain sounds: 'I just don't like the sound of that, it's too harsh, too delicate, and so on'. In fact, these preferences are not so much <esthetic as emotional responses to the dominant associations which the sounds of the names evoke.
This allows fascinating excursions into the whys of naming. Exploring the associations of the name chosen by a parent is always revealing because, by whatever circuitous means and despite seeming arbitrariness, children are always named in some sense after their namer.
The phoneme 'G ... r', to come back to Gerard and German, is in English eminently attacking and aggressive, for example, the onomatopceic sound 'g .. r .. r . .' of the lion's roar, sheds light on the success of the Hollywood name, Gregory Peck, the linguistic evocations of the last name affirming and enhancing its super-male connotation. In this context it can only be assumed that arch-feminist Germaine Greer, author of CANADIAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION JOURNAL Vol. 17, No.2
The Female Eunuch, is aggressively living up to her aggressive given name.
In English the vowels, h, 1, wand yare usually associated with femininity, so that 'soft' names such as Hugh, Louis and Allan for boys can usually be expected to have been mother-conferred. Who chooses the name is always an interesting clue to decision-making within the family.
The most obvious function of a name is to identify the bearer's sex, and the distinction between girls' names and boys' names is made in all cultures. The practice of giving sexually ambiguous names seems to be an accompaniment of the unisex fashion in dress and hair style, and is often rationalized by parents as the ultimate of 'unlabeling' and free choice. It can also be understood as the product of the parents' own current sexual confusion.
Birth order enters into the naming situation and first children often bear the heavy burden of multi-syllabic, family-traditionconveying names, while later children are named by indulging and self-indulgent parents who return to favourite names of childhood, remembered from nursery rhymes and fairy tales (Jack, Jane, Tom, Polly).
The age and developmental stage of the parents vis-a-vis their own parents also determines whether they adhere to family and national tradition or rebel against it and deliberately give their children unusual, foreign names, unfettered by associations of allegiance and submission.
In immigrant families this rebellion often takes the form of the second generation opting for assimilative names and the third generation turning back to names of national origin -second generation Anthony and John become third generation Aaron and Joshua or Anton and Ivan.
Compromise solutions to conflicting family loyalties are often sought by looking for 'neutral' names, usually alien enough to have no immediate family association; by §Kraepelin (according to Savage and Wells) first noted a correlation between "poor personality" and 'absonderlich. vornamen ': giving several names so that the child may choose; by giving names which can be broken down in a variety of ways such as Elizabeth or Margaret; or by naming children after popular heroes with whom disparate sides of the family can identify.
How these unconscious determinants of naming affect the child has been studied 0,3,4,6) but probably warrants further investigation. The tendency to identify with historical, fictional or actual persons of the same name is a common occurrence in fantasies, dreams and in psychotic delusions.
Expectancies are attached to given names (5, 7) which bear attributes such as: social class (Courtney), ethnic (Angelo), aggressive (Rod) or diminutive (Wendy) and the pressure on the child is to conform. Of course there are alternatives, such as changing a name and being known by different names in different circles; characterologically disproving the name stereotype, such as a slumming Courtney or an effeminate Rod. Another alternative is divesting the name of symbolic significance and bearing it as indifferently as a code number.
The unravelling of the links and associations of a name in relation to a self (2) can be a fascinating and productive exercise in the pursuit of identity, both for oneself or for one's patients.
